Blitz Poem
Digital Natives
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We are digital natives
natives of a digital nation
nation that is global
global with a click
click on a keyboard
keyboard of connection
connection by computer links
links with a cell phone
phone with apps
apps for photos
photos and videos with info
info on the Internet
Internet to Google
Google for research
research for mates
mates on social media
media used for meetings, games
games are sometimes violent
violent or fanciful Second Lives
lives lived as avatars
avatars in virtual realities
realities you create
create skype contacts, videos
videos for viewing on U-Tube
U-Tube events and art
art productions and music
music of all kinds
kinds to play on Ipods and IPhones
Iphones, Ipads and Smart Media
media for Internet and blogs
blogs to connect with friends
friends also for Facebook
Facebook, Twitter, and other social media connections
connections like e-mail
e-mail is somewhat less complex
complex operations stifle some users
users multi-task to learn
learn to do several things at once
once we talked face to face
face it digital is everywhere
everywhere even in space
space and military viewing like drones.
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drones work in science
science of discovery of interaction
interaction is going digital
digital is now becoming native
digital native

Blitz Poem:
Invented by Robert Keim
1. Begin with short phrase of at least two words.
2. Next line begins with last word or previous line.
3. Continue up to 48 lines.
4. No punctuation.
5. Read rapidly.
6. In the last two lines repeat the last word of line 46 and the last word of line 47.
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